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Abstract: 

Any study on radicalism evokes the question of acting radically during a moment of crisis, and  

against reading and locating radicalism, in events and documents produced from an experience of  

continual crisis. While the first notion is concerned with taking part in an activity, involving 

engagement and choice making for a cause; the second idea relates to reflection, musing, and analysis  

of a certain radical moment that leaves a decisive mark on an existing social system.  Radicalism calls 

our attention to certain pre-existing aspects of our life that need thorough reform and demand ardent 

participation in it. Yet, the aftermath of a moment of radicalism is equally important to the scholar of  

literature since it gives him/her an insight into the history of human urge for freedom and betterment; 

s/he thus, muses on the possibilities of “becoming” that are inherent within a revolutionary moment  

as human reaction to such moments of upheaval. In short, the area of focus in this study is quite 

specific. It concerns the moment of radicalism that retains a widespread appeal in our popular  

imagination: and this, in turn, creates an entire literary legacy of its own. 
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I mean here the precision with which the concrete circumstances of any 

undertaking oblige the mind to take them into account—the obligation not just 

passively to continue, but the obligation to begin by learning, first, that there is  

no schematic method that makes all things simple, then second, whatever with 

reference to one's circumstances is necessary in order to begin, given one’s field 

of study. And by referring to sympathetic imagination I mean that to begin to 

write is to “know” what at the outset cannot be known except by inventing it,  

exactly, intentionally, autodidactically. It is the interrelation between this 

obligation and the sympathetic imagination, however, that is crucial. (Said 349) 

 

 

I am told that the word “globalization” was first used in the mid-1970s by 

American Express—in an advertisement for their credit cards. Some of us 

believed in our callow youth that the decade of the 1970s would be the decade 

of liberation. It now appears that even American banks had the same dream. 

For the time being at least, the bankers’ dream has turned out to be true. If you 

have an American Express credit card in your pocket, you would feel 

sufficiently liberated to shop to your heart’s content in any country of the  

world. ( Chatterjee 83) 

 

 

In Defeat, they have never admitted defeat 

They till March along and dream 

Of liberating countless multitudes. (Amar Bhattacharya in Lal Tamsuk) 

 
To endorse a journey into the era of 1970s—perhaps one of the most politically conscious 

and creative periods in 20th century Indian history—is also to dabble into a period of human 

history when constitutionally granted democratic liberalism and humanitarian notions of  

capitalist economy became severally contested by its to-be-guardians: the youth. A youthful 

and buoyant generation of politically free subject Indians emerged in the truncated, newly 

born nation India in the 1960s, and most particularly became visible in Calcutta, the state 

capital of West Bengal. They dared to dream and change the anomalies of a collapsing and 

sectarian world order steeped in poverty and corruption that was fashioned and tactfully 

secured into existence by the erstwhile colonial British masters and its aide, elitist 

intermediates. Borrowing Arundhati Roy’s diction, one may call these dreamers—knots of 

democracy: “People who live with their dreams, while the rest of the world lives with its 

nightmares” (37). Their ontologically motivated search for social reform by violent means  

and blind allegiance to Marxist-Communist idealism almost became utopic in the 

economically stringent decade devastated by post-partition problems. The Naxalite system 

of “Khottom” became an indubitable line of command. Equally, the several action 

commands given by local unit leaders became unquestionable self-explanatory commands 

to the Naxalites as the decade progressed. Accordingly, many critics argue that Naxalism 

was an existential condition that sustained itself through nihilist perception of the external  

world (Ray 90-106). 
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The young generation’s sympathy to democratic promises—inherent within Russian 

Communism and later in Chinese Communism—made them oppose the political stances 

taken by mainstream media, parties, and government. However, their spontaneous 

radicalism failed to gauge the intricacies of public emancipation in a postcolonial democratic 

setup like India. Certainly, apart from the utopic romanticism that emancipation connotes  

for both its theorizers and practitioners, it also remains more of an abstraction that faces  

many problems as it clashes with actual social apparatuses like military power and the 

police. Colonial, imperial and statist modes of social functioning further resisted the 

Marxian dream from turning into reality. Evidently, dreams for social change and resort to  

pro-actionist models of Marx and Mao to achieve the destined aims percolated the poverty- 

stricken 1970s Calcutta. In the film, Hazaar Chaurasi Ki Maa (1998) the idealist elite 

protagonist Brati Chatterjee of Bhawanipore region aptly explains to his mother Sujata the 

Naxalite dream. Brati dreams of liberating the exploited masses from the existing tyranny 

that characterize 1970s Calcutta: “Mother I have seen a dream, not a small one but a gigantic 

dream—the dream of revolution… [of] a world of equality, peace, justice and dignity to  

everyone” (Sinharay Filming the Young Brigade.). 

 

It must be made clear at this outset that I see Naxalism as an “ism” defining a whole  

generation whose urge for change via rebellion affected all domains of Bengali society. As a 

political “ism” the Naxalite movement and its rebellious atmosphere generated several 

transmutations in its aftermath. I focus specifically on the Bengali youths of Calcutta in this  

survey because they were most severely affected by the Pro-actionist ideas of the Naxalite 

Movement. Their condition metonymically represents how the larger Calcutta populace and 

the other Indian societies got influenced by the Naxalbari happenings of 24 and 25 May 

1967. The struggle of these Calcutta youths showed how Capitalism in 1970s India solicited 

itself as a homogenizing governmental/statistical measure that tried to balance and 

channelize heterogeneity and creativity. Predictably, the rebellious isms of the 1970s 

countered capitalism’s campaign. Secondly, the period also saw a rise in mechanisms of bio- 

governance: an offensive government led sternly by Indira Gandhi continuously scrutinized 

lives and activities. In Bengal Gandhi’s chief spokesperson was Siddhartha Shankar Ray  

who became Union Minister in-charge of West Bengal affairs in 1971. He succeeded as Chief 

Minister of West Bengal during 1972-1977 and was the main force behind crushing 

rebellions violently in Bengal (G, Manoj C). In Calcutta, thus, the period 1965-77 was 

unleashed as a period of recurrent emergency situations when constitutional rights became 

suspended and normalcy became synonymous with silencing of rebel voices and activities.  

My project will focus on how the culture of alterity that preceded, succeeded and worked in 

tandem with Naxalism establish a unique creative ethos of dissent in Bengali literary 

domain that promoted radicalism in literature; and in turn, mutated other sister imaginative 

and artistic realms. The study specifically focuses on the genre of Bangla novels, which are 

frequently used as a device of social criticism. These novels descend from the famed 19th
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century Bengal Renaissance and are influenced by communist arguments. I argue that these 

novels conserve alternative and silenced histories (Dasgupta 30-45) of the studied 1970 

Calcutta crisis. They are borne out of a search for positive values in 1970s Calcutta when 

capitalism became global and clashed with certain basic norms of democracy. Moreover, the 

rise of Communism and the various inter-party struggles of its adepts affected the cultural 

by-lanes of Calcutta that kept on transforming with the decadal onward march of violence.  

These social occurrences transformed literary practice in effect as urban living spaces moved 

along the state sponsored model of developmental progress. 

 

Like any cosmopolitan city, the urban development of Calcutta happened in pockets. The 

British colonists structured the city as White, Grey and Black zones. The foreign and the rich 

belonged to either of the first two categories, while Black Calcutta certainly remained a 

space of the downtrodden and the poor; this third category was also the most populated  

section of the city. This British model remained intact even after the Indian liberation and a  

range of culture spaces developed out of this model that stratified visibly the rich-poor ratio 

in the city. In the 1970s, the Calcutta poor numerically increased as Bangladeshi migrants  

increased in the city.A number of refugee and labour colonies, thus, emerged between North 

Calcutta and townships like Naihati, Barasat, Basirhat,Bongaon and Garia. On the other 

hand, Central and South Calcutta developed as posh areas (Interestingly, certain 

depopulated regions of Calcutta transformed into majorly populated areas during the 1950s 

due to the coming of refugees. Financiers invested, developed and promoted these alternate 

and less developed places as secure places to counter the spread of Naxalism. In the end,  

this strategy remodelled the North-South divisions of the city into old and new posh areas 

for the existing citizens. However, this “refugee” group sympathised with Naxalite 

sentiments. Later some of these areas became renowned Naxalite dens.) as businesspersons  

and promoters invested in these regions to cater with the housing and civic needs of the 

existing middle classes. The business classes of the city maintained a safe distance from the 

major turmoil of the city though it affected their business plans significantly; minority 

communities also kept distance from the uprising. In 1969, Charu Mazumdar gained a huge 

fan following among students and the poor. An example will suffice: while areas like Park  

Street, Chowrangi, Elliot Road, Esplanade, Dalhousie and Bhawanipore remained oblivious 

to the Naxalite turmoil around them, North Calcutta and spaces around it like Magra, 

Baranagar, Barasat, Cossipore, Habra, Ashokenagar, Naihati, Sealdah, Howrah, College 

Street, Surya Sen Street, Tullygunj and Jadabpur were affected enormously by hooliganism  

and the consequent bloodshed. College campuses around the same axis like Rajabazar, 

Sealdah and Beleghata became hubs of student dissent: colleges like Presidency, Scottish  

Church, Bangabasi, Calcutta Medical and Rajabazar Science College; and Calcutta and 

Jadavpur University, especially, became open spaces for discussion on Naxalism. 

Surrounded by booming slums and refugee settlements around the Sealdah region, Calcutta 

University faced a continued number of student processions; and also had a large number of 
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Naxalite sympathizers among its enrolled students. A similar fate affected Jadavpur 

University of Jadabpur where atrocities followed second only to Calcutta and North Bengal  

University campuses. On 30 December 1970, the Vice Chancellor of Jadavpur University— 

DrGopal Chandra Sen—was murdered by Naxalite students while returning home within 

100 meters of the campus. The Calcutta police force retaliated with equal violence and an  

extreme example is the brutal killing of Saroj Dutta—a Marxist poet and journalist—who 

was shot dead on the Aryan Grounds in Maidan on the morning of 5 August 1971 for 

actively supporting in print the Naxalite activities storming the city. In fact, at the height of  

the Naxalite uprising, Calcutta saw a number of liberated zones like—Beleghata, Rajabazar, 

Narkeldanga, Phulbagan and Garfa—to name a few Naxalite-prone areas of the city. Briefly, 

the 1970 rebelliousness, thus, became a watershed moment in the socio-cultural history of 

Calcutta. It affected the city and all major pockets located in it though we may see variations 

in the way these spaces transformed. 
 

Sandip Bandyopadhyay states in retrospect that CPI(M) leaders felt awkward with the rise 

of Charu Mazumdar as a national figure and were alarmed by his militant ideas. He reports 

that social life in Calcutta took a radical turn in late 1967: 

 

West Bengal was then passing through exciting days after having a non- 

Congress United Front (UF) Government, which replaced the 20-year-long 

Congress rule in the wake of the February 1967 assembly elections. Though 

the UF was a combination of Leftist and other (some of them arguably 

‘reactionary’) elements, a leftist mood permeated the entire state and people  

were indeed looking forward to a change in official policy. 
 

The situation took a dramatic turn in late 1967 when the governor dismissed 

the UF Government in an unfair manner on 21 November. It sparked off  

widespread public agitation and violence and the Calcutta streets literally 

turned into battlefield for a number of days. Public wrath was then directed 

against the Central Government headed by Indira Gandhi and particularly 

against Dharmavira, the State Governor. Public agitation centred on the sole 

demand: Bring back the U. F. (Bandyopadhyay 245-255) 
 

Bandyopadhyay inform us further that intra-party feuds within the U. F. Government put 

an end to its second term on 16 March 1970. This event furthered urban violence in Calcutta, 

as no strong governmental apparatus was present to check the growth of nihilism that  

especially inspired the frustrated youths. Consequently, civic life in the city stagnated. 

Interestingly, India faced three National Emergency conditions within 1977. Jawaharlal  

Nehru proclaimed the first in 1962. His successor-daughter Indira Gandhi decreed two more 

in 1971 and 1975 respectively. Yet, Calcutta faced a series of State Emergency situations 

between 1967 and 1977 singularly. While one cause of Calcutta’s recurring crisis may be  

attributed to Naxalbari rebellion and the rise of the CPI(M-L) Party, the background in 

which Naxalbari occurred cannot be neglected. Justifiably the role of Congress and its 
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opponents in Bengal and public reaction to their policies proved significant factors for the  

successive events. 
 

An instance of Calcutta life may be quoted here to show the plights of governmental apathy. 

Manas Ray claims in his autobiographical essay, “Growing Up Refugee” that almost eight  

million East Bengal refugees moved to India between 1946 to 1981 “half of whom [them]  

settled in Calcutta and the adjoining districts of south and north twenty-four Parganas and 

Nadia”(Ray 151). He further informs us that in as early as 1952, 119 squatter settlements  

were established in Calcutta that multiplied to two thousand in 2002. Ray’s citation remains 

interesting to us as they make us aware about the growth of poverty levels in Calcutta 

during the 1970s. This citation also shows how the city grew in size over its north and 

southern axis due to emergent squatter colonies like Bijoygarh and Netaji Nagar. The 

Nehruvian policy of making India a manufacturing unit for the world in fact proved futile 

for the Partition-inflicted masses of Calcutta and they became hostile to government 

apparatuses in the city. In the summer of July 1970, Tarun Dutta laments how Calcutta, and 

in general Bengal, was gradually losing its democratic ambience along with its human 

productiveness and conscience. He writes: 

Crores of people today fail to get their daily meals  of rice twice and yet  

dumb bureaucrats fight over their files. Our smile-faced sugary-promise- 

showering lusty and myopic politicians are equally eager and busy in 

locating opportunities to hunt down their political rivals. Our villages starve 

with famine and yet the skating rings of Calcutta remain overcrowded! The 

poor become militant with each passing day and yet textiles industry in 

Calcutta flourish lavishly with new fashionable shirts that appear each new 

season! (Dutta 244) 
 

Gourkishore Ghosh offers a more specific developmental diatribe against rebellious youths. 

Under his alias Rupadarshi, he complains in Desh that rebel youths have corrupted minds:  

“From whom have they [the rebel youth Naxalites] learnt that democracy lacks the means of 

fighting terrorism?” Marxist scholar Ranajit Guha, however, nullify Rupadarshi’s tirade and 

locate civic violence of 1970s Calcutta as a response to existing “class rule” 
 

From whom indeed? From the ruling classes who themselves framed the  

constitution and imposed their sort of ‘democracy’ on the people. The 

constitution is nothing but a basic set of laws which it is precisely the 

function of ‘democracy’ to safeguard so long as they serve the purpose of the  

rulers, and to bypass, subvert—and even overthrow, if need be, when they 

prove inadequate. The police are acting, in the present crisis as the guardians 

of the law which is above the constitution—the law of class rule (Guha 576). 

 

Frustrated and jobless youths especially found the bourgeois system of education stupid as  

unemployment followed economic stagnancy. Sandip Bandyopadhyay recollects 

Attack on the educational institutions was not backed by any thoughtful  

criticism of the existing system or a serious demand for its redress, as it was 
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discerned in the students’ revolt in Paris in 1968. It rather became a ploy to 

avert tests and examinations and stop the schools and colleges from 

functioning. Ironically, one section of the same youth would indulge in 

cheating and proudly declare it as their right during the Higher Secondary 

Examination in 1971. The opening scene of Satyajit Ray’s ‘Jana  Aranya’ 

(1976) documents only a part of the utter chaos prevailing in the academic 

world in those days (Bandyopadhyay 495). 
 

For Guha, the cause of student rebellion against the education system is logical: “These 

young people are refusing to have their minds bent and the old culture forced down their  

throat. As a result, the purveyors of this [institutionalized education] culture have started  

handing these institutions over to the purveyors of official violence” [the Central Reserve 

Police and State Police forces]. (Guha 576) Abhijit Das—a student leader of Jadavpur 

University and participant in student protests—more concretely justifies the cause of 

academic violence. He points out that for the enraged students of Calcutta Gandhi, Netaji  

and Tagore were potent symbols of culture and authority who failed to guide and transform 

Indian society (Das 195). The city turmoil increased as the government implemented harsh 

measures for restoring peace. In the decade that followed up to 1977 state policies violated 

civic rights and made the masses hostile to constitutional measures. Infiltration of Central  

Reserve Forces and city Police in educational campuses and public spaces like local paras, 

salons and bars further alienated the masses from the governmental bodies. 
 

The chapter title is a metaphor for the inquisitive reader’s (I insist on close and in -depth 

reading of the period by using the term “inquisitive reader”. An inquisitive reader 

sometimes politically misreads the archives that are available to him/her to understand a  

confusing recorded event or document. This realization is especially true if one is interested 

to read moments related to radical politics that generate radical literatures.) voyage into a  

history that is full of desire, repression and mistakes. Evidently, much radicalism of the 

1970s like the Naxalite movement survives as a realm of memories and clustered 

experiences that counter metanarratives supported by the mainstream current. Radical  

literary expression of this era as a whole, thus, becomes a fissured presence—that is aptly 

called, “hauntological connection” by Saikat Maitra and Samrat Sengupta in their study of 

Suman Mukhopadhyay’s film Herbert (2006)—based on the eponymous novel (1993) by 

Nabarun Bhattacharya. Their conceptual musing bears important link to my project because 

it concerns theorizing literature as an aftermath of the decade 1965-77 and hopes to restore 

the decadal legacies theoretically. “Hauntology” denotes both the residual and excessive  

elements of a certain ideology that influences other existing systems and in doing so 

becomes a range of counter possibilities possible in the former. It is dynamic and counters 

stasis; and is opposed to systematic theorization as a concept. “Hauntology” defines for  

Jacques Derrida the time of revolution: a moment when violence and self-destruction 

promote creation and rejuvenation of an operating system. It is a mode of “becoming” that 

parents a new legal system from the womb of an existent parent wherein the latter acts as a 
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successor and is always present in the former as an impregnated seed (Derrida 118-155). In 

my study, I elaborate on the concept “hauntological connection” to denote the several  

fissures inherent into an ideology that becomes dominant during a certain spatial and 

temporal point: in this sense, the underbellies of the Capitalist system pave the way for  

Communist nihilism in late 20th century Calcutta. Bhattacharya’s restorative novel is 

exemplary as it documents the uncharted realm of 1970 radicalism in literature: it 

documents a silenced individual’s unestablished history with the subject becoming a 

conceptual metaphor for the era’s legacy. The documentation of radicalism is inscribed aside 

from established routes of history narration because it is un-assertive, multi-pointed, fluid 

and rhizomatic. Its contours are dots nourished by defiance and denial: “connected 

intricately in a logic of becoming which however acts through a constant denial of being”  

(Maitra & Sengupta 103). Briefly, the referred era “haunts” relevant literatures and this  

project aims to re-evaluate such “haunts” theoretically. It aims to present a literary theoretic 

perspective to explore uncharted and divided creative genres like the Naxalite, the 

Hungrealist and the Prison Literatures into an integrated literary legacy. I claim this legacy 

survives the violent repressive measures of 1970s that ended in despair and disillusionment. 
 

As observed, the partition of Bengal caused massive migration of homeless people 

devoid of property and sustenance—thus, poverty and joblessness paralysed the city during 

1960s; and the Indo-Sino (1962) and India-Pakistan Wars (1965) only sped its financial 

collapse. The Hungrealists rose as wild and lost voices from these plights; many of them, in 

fact, came from low rung refugee colonies that experienced mass poverty. They voiced and 

fought for restructuring language and literary expression which they saw colonized by the 

State’s repressive developmental power and model of progress. Thus, sexuality, whore- 

mongering and slang became their chief areas of experiment; while personal encounters  

with a ruthless, self-obsessed society with degrading human courtships and humane social 

values became the aim of their attacks. They attacked purist and hypocrite tendencies and 

highlighted the impurities that reigned therein devoid of social justice. Nonetheless, 

sympathy for fellow humans makes the Hungrealistauthors, the representative voices of the 

social destitute. 
 

A reading of Subhash Ghose’s novel Juddhey Amar Tritiya Front (Diary: 1965, 

September-January 1966) may enlighten us with the concerns of the Hungrealistauthors who 

tried to express their personal encounters as a crisis of humanity. Ghose speaks 

representatively of a disjointed Bengal crushed recurrently by national wars and its extreme 

instabilities—foreseeing an ominous future for the republic nation. The writing is a part of 

his daily journal and gets published in 1967 as a novel. His mocking of militia iconography 

as state machinery reminds one of Mahasweta’s Devi’s portrayal of Senanayak in Draupadi; 

likewise, Ghose’s musings bear striking parallels to the innocent and outrageous Birsa  

Munda’s frantic call for “Ulgulan” or massive social Armageddon in Mahasweta Devi’s  

novel, AranyerAdhikar (1975) to counter social injustices. Such features, in fact, make Ghose a 
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political novelist whose novel gives the reader a crucial picture of his restrained 

surroundings in Calcutta. Thus, during September 1965, Ghose in a clairvoyant monologue 

suspects his successor generations to betray his hunger for exploring humanity and truth  

amid social turmoil. He proposes that the poor prostitutes of Calcutta who crave for human 

company and love forced by social manipulation are better subjects of authorial scrutiny as  

their yearning represents a doomed humanity with positive values. Ghose confesses that his 

sex instinct has its sharpness only in words and writings—and lacks reproductive vitality. 

His doubts of the national machinery symbolically incapacitate both his blood and body and 

render it as incapable of serving the Indian nation as it wars for securing its territories and 

sovereignty: 
 

I roam streets unmindful, see maidens, KEELER, Merry Mermaid, Gariahat  

to Garanhata, College Street to Camac Street, innumerable virginities pass  

my hand, eyes—hunger reigns, 
 

…1,2…-to 100, 99…—nights pass, sometimes I leave my bed stand by the 

street window, outside birds of night roam the sky, only outside,  sky— 

aircrafts-demonstrations-military… 
 

…Baby, Sheela, Meera all three warmly rejoiced my coming—myself a 

confirmed low-status customer and not a prospect couple in their 

company—I immediately realised their chances of income are nil due to 

blackout—daily babus are now loyal to their wives… 
 

Once the War-flute is chorded many truths flow out: like a heraldic snake- 

charmer’s flute charms many venomous snakes out of their hidden dens— 

hypnotised by flute-music—Or do the snakes come out to hunt celebrating 

the siren as a destined moment—with the flute acting as signal… 
 

The Daily front page cites today one spy, 5th page consists two black-market 

men, 7th page upholds 5 kidnappers, some Singh who prior to this 

advertisement was enrolled and common in our militia—will be awarded 

Arjuna for his excellence in war on the next Republic Day Ceremony,... 

(Ghose 193, 203, 209) 
 

Ghose’s observations of Blackout detail to us the fruitlessness of Indian independence to its 

commoners even after two decades of freedom. Evidently, the monotony of daily anarchic  

living mars Ghosh’s desires of interpersonal sexual intercourse and hope for healthy 

relationships. Such minutely felt failure and frustration anticipates public disillusionment 

with State emergencies as civic rights and their claims become grossly violated by their  

democratic guarantor—the State. For Ghose, the military forces of 1965 War, thus, become 

instruments of civic oppression—opposed to its iconic role as the chivalrous guards of 

India’s civic wellbeing. The ensuing premonition makes the author abandon periods in his  

expressions, as liberty from despotic state control seems impossible: the recurring crises of 

selfhood is metonymically represented with the loss of syntax. 
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One may cite similar examples of state-subject clash from other Hungrealist genres such as  

story collections. A classic narrative example is Basudeb Dasgupta’s five-chapter visionary 

storybook, Randhanshala (1965) that pens degradation of social mores as early as 1961-62. The 

author’s life is singularly focused and mined; and it is one person’s tale told in five separate 

episodes. The central driving spirit and tone of the tales is their anti-aesthetic register of 

encounter: vomit and rejection, dreams and uncanny desires, blood, faeces, hormonal 

secretions and excretion. The title’s cooking house is the author’s mind that counters a  

despotic civilisation from impinging upon it. Dasgupta’s literary world—like Subhash 

Ghose’s—is idyllic and surreal; and occur in the mindscape of the split-personality poet- 

creator-legislator author convicted recurrently by his creative superego. His intricate 

pilgrimage is undertaken for discovering a tattered psychosomatic split-self traversing 

between Ashokenagar and the by-lanes of North Calcutta like Khalasitola and College 

Square streets. Thus, in the eponymous Randhanshala, the “anonymous” author cannot eat 

delicious meat roast despite his age-long hunger and meticulously achieved cooking skills.  

The sacrificed lamb of the story becomes a metonym for innocent humanity slaughtered by 

contemporaneous repressive forces. Resultantly, the metonymic civilised thought of culinary 

preparation destroys the beatific abode crafted subtly by the active self. His alter-ego Robin 

makes the author conscious of his cruel side. He sadly hears the shrill music of his inner  

soul-bird and degenerates into other split selves for other tales in the book: a monster 

(Durbin); an infertile old man craving sexual fulfilment (Riputarito); a dwarf treacherous  

lover (Basanta Utsav); and an anonymous consummating voyeuristic flaneur who 

shockingly realises that the human society is a slaughterhouse that trades human meat and 

bodies (Bamanrahasya)—before he and Robin (Dasgupta 449-450) both become 

representative and symbolic (Ghosh 13-17)—crude cannibals in the final lines. Each of the 

tales is informed by a single man’s perception of Calcutta and its suburbs as the spaces were 

undergoing a major change throughout the 1960s. The book is thematically informed by the 

motif of search. It quests for a self that could yet realise its conscientious consciousness. This 

split and focus on the inner consciousness is important to us for two reasons. Firstly,  

Dasgupta shows us how the sensitive individualism of a poet fails to cope up with 

materialist impulses that are borne out of the consumerist attitudes of cosmopolitan city 

making the poet both isolated and powerless. Secondly, he shows how urban appetite for 

consumption is ambiguously celebrated by the flaneur as the tussle between consumption  

and self-realization that marks the journey of the poetic author. 

 

Evidently, resistance as a motif for survival animates Hungrealist texts. The texts’ 

continuous questioning of social models bears prominent resemblance with other social  

media activists and rebel Communists who protest against State atrocity. Interestingly, both 

Dasgupta and Ghose later became valued members of CPI(M) cultural unit. The Hungrealist 

authors, thus, share the Naxalite dream of social revolution in their literatures; their 

linguistic violence comes from the utter lack of trust and communication between the civic 
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mass and its indifferent caretaker, the State apparatus. Meanwhile, authors of the 

mainstream press become terrified by the truth-shocks in Hungrealist narratives. In the 

following section, I argue that the social constriction and alienation that Ghose and 

Dasgupta feel in 1960s is produced by revolutionary spree and unreason that make the 1970s 

a unique and creative period in human history. The period between 1965 and 1977 unfurled 

extreme governmental conservatism and repression. Naturally, nihilist tendencies 

developed in reaction to counter state oppression and channelize egalitarian claims. 

Consequently, such contexts produced memory-based prison and experience/testimonial 

novels from radical authors such as Ghose and Dasgupta; Jaya Mitra and Minakshi Sen also 

contributed to such writings. Likewise, Naxalite novels that came out later try to recapture 

the turmoil, anti-reason and anti-aesthetics that pervaded the 1970s poetically. I claim in my 

survey that the literature of 1965-1977 era integrated by its urge for surviving social odds 

that ban and restrict its transformative potentials. 
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